The result is that second order logic is recursively isomorphic to second order logic with second order quantification restricted to sib relations. We will state a slightly different result, more useful for our purposes, that follows from these considerations (Theorem 9, below). To make things precise, we assume that we are working with a second order classical language with individual variables x1, . . ., x, . . .; binary relational variables XI, . . ., Xn I . ; parentheses; connectives V and -'; identity, =; and first and second order universal quantifiers. DEFINITION 
A classical second order SIB-model (or simply SIB-model) is an ordered pair M = (U, q) where U (the universe
is a non-empty set, and q is a function mapping every individual variable to a member of U and every relational variable to a sib relation on U. The concepts of validity in M(M l= A) and of validity (|= A) are defined in the standard ways, with the relational quantifiers ranging over all and only the sib relations. We define SIB2 to be the set of formulas valid in every second order SIB-model. We also define a peculiar theory, 2-SIB2, to be the set of formulas validated by every second order SIB-model whose universe has at least two elements. THEOREM 9 (Nerode and Shore [1980] , and Rabin and Scott). 2-SIB2 is recursively isomorphic to second order logic.
REMARK. Nerode and Shore [1980] show how to encode binary relations as sib relations, and arbitrary n-ary relations as binary relations. The present paper's Appendix (? 10) gives what we consider a simpler encoding of binary relations as sib relations. We refer the reader to Nerode and Shore [1980] for the encoding of n-ary relations as binary relations. We reserve this material for the Appendix due to its distance from our main topic, HMr+.
-H Given Theorem 9, it suffices, for our main result, to prove that 2-SIB2 is 1-reducible to Hzr+.
?5. Proof of the main result: more preliminaries. DEFINITION 10. A simple ims is an ims (g, K, <) such that < is a partial ordering on K (if h < h' and h' < h then h = h'); and such that g is the <-least member of K (for each h E K, g < h). For simple ims's, we write h < h' for (h < h' and h 54 h'). 
H
Given Theorem 11, we henceforth restrict our attention to simple ims's and simple models-in fact we will simply refer to these as ims's and models, dropping the modifier "simple". DEFINITION 12. An ims is <n-tiered iffthere are no chains hl, ..., hn+I E K with hi < h 1 1. An ims is n-tiered iffit is <n-tiered and is not < (n -1)-tiered. A model is <n-tiered (n-tiered) iff it is based on an <n-tiered (n-tiered) ims. We define the tiers of a <n-tiered ims or model as follows: tier, = {g}; tier,+, = {h : for some h' E tierm, h' < h and for no h", h' < h" < h}. with a special kind of 3-tiered intuitionistic model. We will construct particular 3-tiered models so that the points on tier2 stand in for the objects in the universe of a SIB-model; and so that the points on tier3 stand in for unordered pairs of distinct objects from the universe of a SIB-model. The subsets of the third tier can stand in for sib relations on the universe of a SIB-model, since a sib relation can be thought of as a set of unordered pairs of distinct objects. So, we will define a special kind of 3-tiered model, one that can mimic a SIB-model. Tables 2 and 3 define some object language connectives and formulas. Table 2 is concerned with what the definienda name and Table 3 is concerned with what they say. Also, in Table 3 , we define a one-place connective and a two place connective e.
If p is a propositional variable and if A and B are formulas, then (Vp E A)B is an abbreviation of the formula Vp(-'(p E A) V B); and (:p E A)B is an abbreviation of the formula 3p((p E A) & B)
. Using E, we will be able to mimic quantification over the elements of the partial order K by quantifying over propositions of the form [h], for h E K. ?10. Appendix: encoding binary relations as sib relations. This appendix will show how to encode arbitrary binary relations as sib relations-our encoding is quite different from but, we believe, simpler than that of Nerode and Shore [1980] . This will show that second order logic with only binary relational variables, interpreted as ranging over all binary relations, is 1-reducible to 2-SIB2. As mentioned in the remark after Theorem 9, we refer the reader to Nerode and Shore [1980] for the encoding of n-ary relations as binary relations. Recall that our logic SIB2 is defined for a second order language with individual variables x1, . . ., Xn, .. .; binary relational variables Xi, . . ., Xn, . . .; parentheses; connectives V and --; identity, =; and first and second order universal quantifiers. We define BIN2 to be standard second order logic, restricted to this language. So we define BIN2 so that the Xi range over all binary relations.
PROOF. M |= sib iff (1) for every h E CL1, there are distinct h', h" E CL2 -CL1 such that [h'] n [h"] = [h] = {h} (note that [h] = {h} for each h E CL1); and (2) for any distinct h, h' E CL2 -CL1, [h] n [h'] = [h"] where h" E CL1, so that [h] n [h'] = {h"}; and (3) for any distinct h, h', h" E CL2 -CL1
Consider a non-empty set U. We will represent binary relations on U as sib relations on a larger set U', where U' is equipped with a privileged sib relation R. Formally, we will define a recursive 1-1 map, g, from second order formulas to second order formulas (where the only second order variables in each case are binary) so that A E BIN2 iff g(A) E 2-SIB2. This will establish that BIN2 is 1-reducible to 2-SIB2. This, coupled with the obvious fact that 2-SIB2 is 1-reducible to BIN2, shows that BIN2 is recursively isomorphic to 2-SIB2. We will define g in stages. But first, some preliminary definitions. In those models that satisfy constellation, representative(X) says that the sib relation X represents an arbitrary binary relation. DEFINITION 35. We define a map gi from second order formulas to second order formulas. Those individual variables indexed by odd numbers will be restricted to left points, and those individual variables indexed by even numbers will be restricted to right points. Further, the relational variables will be restricted to representatives. We increase the index of the relational variables because of the special purpose served by XI. 
